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What is the unique factor that binds us all? What is the driving force that we all have on some primary level? Every day I wake up and I want to curse myself. I have become the very person I tried to avoid. My own self-induced madness of 15+ years mixed with the external & internal occult influences. For me the occult was pure and true to it's form, fully hidden in my life. I had no clue it existed, and it was a part of me. Only in deep within my sub-consciousness mind was I only aware. I let myself become who I am because of my lack of conscious and holistic decision making. Only now can I start to look at the person I ran from long ago. I want to ask him, who is he? What does he want to do, now that I'm finally tuned to his existence? Naturally, he's pissed at me because I avoided starved, shammed, beaten, abused, lied, abandoned, and raped him. Only he's really me, but I know he comes from a place love. After that love is realized by the conscious me (True Self) there can be forgiveness within (Self Love). No matter what the rules of the ego tell me to feel and act, I am more than it can ever perceive. The ego, emotions & thoughts are not all that is me or anyone else.

Self-forgiveness is an important beginning part. First there usually is anger; anger is a by-product of Fear. Fear is the main reason why we stay in a negative system, spiral, karma, whatever you want to label it. A good example often widely used and is mostly misunderstood is the ying-yang. It represents the balanced dual system of the sacred feminine & masculine. All spiritual beings have a degree of each on some level. The holistic balance of the two through mind, body and spirit which is studied and practiced in one's own life is one of the main goals to higher consciousness. Some people find a way to reach this higher level through repeated personal experiences. Some like to draw, count, write, play, act, speak, mold, craft, cook, design, etc. Some people find politics and/or religion; some people find God, Jesus, Buddha, Allah, and Krishna. The problem with 98% of all of these activities and systems is that they are a closed system. These types of systems can only survive off the energy it produces (a cannibalistic system). There is nothing else helping it feed and grow from an outside influence. A system that is in fight-or-flight mode is finite. A balanced system that can grow, feed, learn, and adapt with a frequency or energy based in Love is Infinite. Only on this path can one hope to achieve true Nirvana and help bring the soul-consciousness to operate at a higher level and sustain it.

By doing all this, it's possible; one can hope to produce meaningful change in others, to bring the total frequency of this planet higher. One would believe that a conscious being operating at that frequency and much higher would almost be a Christ-like figure. There are examples on this planet of multiple occurrences of these beings changing the understanding of everyone on this planet. As all on some level, we can all walk a path into the darkness and wander forever if we wished. Some never turn back or find a way out. Most forgot there was anywhere else to go, and this is all there ever will be and has ever been. We can no longer take part in this mass insanity. A desire erupts a fury inside, that will eat you alive until you can satisfy it. Then with a true desire the Hero's journey has already begun. Along the way, if you don't solve all basic needs, gain knowledge, learn to trust, defend and protect with love for what is true and morally just, you will never find true meaning through completing any of the parts of the journey, whether they are difficult or likewise. You will never be able to move on. You will be trapped in your own loop of Fear and Anger. Forgiveness, understanding, power through Love and Unity from within One, is essential for a planetary system of beings having a positive experience and being able to grow and thrive.